STUCK ON THE EXPRESSO IN DALLAS
Both Cities Grind it out for Coffee Supremacy
By Crystal Rawls

A

h, coffee. The steaming fresh cup of elixir accompanying
countless business meetings each day; the common thread
that becomes the gathering place for executives to ink deals
and catch wi-fi. The office “away from the office” fueled by caffeine.

“

“Coffee, combined
with free wi-fi, soft
background music
decorating the
atmosphere and the
ability to be left alone
to privately conduct
business, well, that’s just
near perfection
outside the office.”

”

Think back to several years ago. Back when the best cup of joe,
served at a local diner, had been sitting on a hot plate forever, and
served alongside a homemade pie that a roach would turn up its
nose at. Holding impromptu meetings in noisy settings, not knowing
when – or if – your waitress was going to bring the food you ordered
30 minutes before is not the ideal environment for a business
executive. It’s a distressing and distracting setting for making
important business calls, hosting potential clients, or even going
over timely documents.
Today, things are a bit different. The prices are higher, but so are the
standards. Coffee, combined with free wi-fi, soft background music
decorating the atmosphere and the ability to be left alone to privately
conduct business, well, that’s just near perfection outside the office.
That’s why we’ve taken it upon ourselves to personally visit 10 locallyowned cafes in both Houston and Dallas and review them according to
the discerning tastes of the harried business executive. The only
requirement – no franchises allowed.
Our apologies to all you Seattle latte lovers,
you’re not reviewed here.
Consider this a guide of sorts; use it to travel off the beaten path to
authentic Dallas and Houston shops and enjoy our take on what
makes for a good place to not only sip a good cup of coffee, but also
a comfortable place to hold a business meeting.
Please note, the coffee shops are in no particular order. Read to the
end to find out our picks for top locations in Dallas and Houston.

AND HOUSTON

JAVALATO
We visited Javalato well after the Dallas coffee-holics had migrated
to their respective places of business, when the upscale coffee
shop buzzed with a quiet sprinkling of people working away in this
comfortable away-from-the-office surrounding.
It’s easy to tell, what with the smooth, straight design concept
including a neatly tucked-away private conference room for eight,
that Javalato was the brainchild of six Dallas investors. A true busi
ness oasis away from the office, the “flagship” location is at Preston
Center, surrounded by 39 banking institutions within one square
mile. Definitely worth the drive, or walk, over.
The bustling staff kept up with the steady flow of customers, mak
ing sure there were never more than one or two individuals waiting
in line. In fact, Operations Manager Cameron Aspenwall kept a close
eye on the comings and goings of all customers, making sure that
each group’s order was handled efficiently and professionally.
It’s not all coffee for Javalato, either. As opposed to the been-there
all-day breakfast sandwich, Javalato offers made-on-site breakfast
“slider” sandwiches – even made with turkey sausage on a light,
melt-in-your mouth fresh yeast roll. For lunch, we highly recommend
sampling the unforgettable chicken salad (shredded chicken,
pecans, grapes, jalapeno relish and a variety of secret spices that
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keep you craving more). Dessert at Javalato offers a whole other
taste bud adventure. This impressive cafe makes its very own gelato –
very dense Italian ice cream just jam-packed with fresh flavor
concoctions, like the scrumptious coconut pistachio.
Overall, we were impressed with all that Javalato offers to even the
busiest executive, from the moment we stepped in until our schedules
forced us to leave. (It was certainly tempting to stay just a while
longer to test the gas fireplace.)

MURRAY STREET COFFEE SHOP
It seemed as though, when we
stepped over the threshold of
the Murray Street Coffee Shop,
Norm (of “Cheers” fame) would
be there ready to greet us. The
small coffee café was a nice
change of pace, and made for
an especially delightful – and
unexpected – lunch.
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At first, the Murray Street
Coffee Shop really didn’t
seem well prepared to
handle the morning
swarms of commuters,
as the first floor couch and
few tables would not
take long to fill up. But
the café is built up, not
out, and the second
floor offers an airy
atmosphere
and
is
stocked with wide tables,
perfect for spreading out
reading or study materials.
In all, the small café
can
accommodate 30
people comfortably.

Atmosphere aside, Murray
Street’s menu is enough to
make anyone a regular. With
its smooth Italian Sumatra
roast illy coffee, beer and
wine-by-the-glass for the
after-five crowd, and its savory fresh sandwiches, this coffee shop
has what it takes to stand out in a mainstream world. The made
while-you-wait lunch is, quite honestly, a breath of fresh air in a
society dictated by speed and time. In fact, the food is so fresh, it
changes with the season, as co-owner Liz Davis makes almost daily
trips to the farmer’s market, accepting nothing but the freshest,
most flavorful ingredients.

Nodding Dog
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Davis and her husband, Douglas, take pride in their mod coffee
shop, and it’s obvious to their customers. Absolutely worth the trip
to Deep Ellum, if only to be greeted with refreshingly smiling faces
on people serving the food they love.
NODDING DOG CAFÉ AND BISTRO
Entering the Nodding Dog on an unexpectedly busy Friday
afternoon, we found in-depth and profound philosophical conversa
tions taking place in every corner of this artistic café. A wonderful
atmosphere to spur the imagination, with rugged brick walls
adorned with art on consignment, the Nodding Dog is the ideal cof
fee shop for the bohemian-at-heart. Even so, we found that even the
most proper executives would be amiss if they did not stop in to
enjoy the more relaxed atmosphere in the highly eclectic Bishop
Arts District. Really, who can resist the smell of coffee and freshly
baked brownies?
The Nodding Dog is unassuming: it is what it is. Serving La Crème,
from a Dallas-based coffee company, the café offers a much freshertasting coffee. It is truly a one-stop shop, the only coffee shop we
visited that offered a full bar complete with mixed drinks. From
breakfast to dinner, the café offers a full-out menu, including a vari
ety of homemade treats and pastries, to omelets and hash browns
to the absolutely delicious orzo pasta salad (it has to be the best
orzo pasta salad this side of the Atlantic: orzo pasta, tomato, garlic,
black olives, creamy cheese and pine nuts topped with a tangy red
wine vinaigrette).
It was difficult to visit one-on-one with Nodding Dog vice president
and director of business operations Darren Humphrey, as he was
intent on serving each customer as quickly as possible. In fact, it
took less than one minute to carry out many of the orders. His
warm perpetual smile put every visitor immediately at ease. And,
even though the shop had a steady stream of customers, Darren
maintained an approachable attitude – one of the top rules of great
customer service.
The most troublesome aspect of the Nodding Dog is the lack of
available parking. It can be a hassle for the executive on the go to
park easily enough to make a quick visit.
And the name? Humphrey is the proud owner of Basha, a rescued
pound puppy and unlikely survivor of distemper. Although she is
now recovered, Basha cannot help but walk with a nod, hence
Nodding Dog Café.

OPENING BELL COFFEE
We were most impressed with Opening Bell Coffee’s creative menu
presentation and theme. Surely, we thought, this would be the
best morning stop for any executive, regard
less of profession; a great
place to catch up
on the latest stock
trends and to net
work with fellow
investors. In fact, we
felt as though we’d
stepped into a loft liv
ing room, complete
with a comfy couch and
other ample seating.
And, it was rather quiet
by the time we arrived
well into the afternoon,
but we were encouraged
Open
ing
by the fresh chicken salad
Bell
being prepared behind the
counter. Yum!

Nancy and Bob Baker designed and built White Rock Coffee from
the ground up just two years ago. The exterior aluminum theme is
carried throughout the interior, down to the chrome on the tables
and chairs. A side note: the hard wood chairs, although extremely
functional and space-saving, did not seem to serve the long-term
visitor well. But, despite the steady stream of clientele, the upstairs
dining area seemed completely separate from the hustle and bustle
of the downstairs serving and dining area, and made for a nice
place to catch up on work.
With a well-staffed team of professionally-trained baristas behind
the counter, coffee is roasted on-site, ready for the espresso
machine within minutes. While visitors of all ages and familial sta
tus flowed in and out of the establishment, the other customers sat
bent over computers quietly sipping the freshest coffee in town.
Cold or hot, White Rock quenches all thirsts with coffee, Italian
sodas, a wide selection of loose leaf teas, and for the empty stom
achs – fresh-baked cinnamon rolls. For the busiest of executives,
the drive-through window makes an efficient service even more
accessible, and for those unable to escape the office, White Rock
caters for breakfast meetings. Note to the Houston executives who
can’t make it to Dallas for a cup of coffee each morning: White Rock
ships their exclusive coffee all over the world, and even prepares
gift baskets for the holiday crowd.

Like the other independently-owned coffee shops around the Dallas
area, Opening Bell gets their coffee selection from a local roaster.
Their house blend was on the bitter side, but made sweet with
flavorings (we recommend the caramel mudslide). Aside from the
wide selection of drinks such as a variety of Harvey & Sons teas, the
“stockaccino,” and other “liquid assets” like trade Italian sodas,
Opening Bell offers a variety of food items to satisfy the appetite
as well, including Kahlua bundt cakes and, of course, Maddie’s
chicken salads.
COFFEE GROUNDZ
The quiet afternoon made for a great time to take advantage of the
free wi-fi Internet connection or to surf stock information on the
house computer. It would also be an ideal time to hold a business
meeting, utilizing the large screen projector.
WHITE ROCK COFFEE
From the outside, it’s a simple structure with very straight lines and
an old general store feel, and we were a little skeptical when we
turned into the small parking lot. The minute the bells jingled on
the door as we passed through, though, our feelings changed. And,
by the time we left,
we’d developed quite a
fascination with White
Rock Coffee.

Coffee
White Rock

No matter how many
coffee shops we visited,
we couldn’t get over
this lakeside jewel in
Dallas where coffee
beans are taken from
green to any other
shade of roasted
a coffee connois
seur can imagine.
Bottom line: it’s
just not possible
for coffee to get
any fresher than
at White Rock.

The Coffee Groundz was full of activity even on a Saturday afternoon,
with several customers, busy baristas and even brochure photogra
phers at work creating the very latest advertising. So busy, in fact,
it was hard to get a word in edgewise. But we were very impressed
with the surroundings of the Bagby and McGowen location –
private nooks made especially for the discerning executive.
The brightly colored interior is
encouraging, conducive to
quick, uninterrupted work.
Despite the hubbub, we
noticed that customer
service was nearly instan
taneous – depending upon
the order, naturally. The
Sugar Land location was
more open and spacious,
with plenty of electrical
outlets for laptops
and one large flat
screen tuned into the
latest news.

Coff
“We offer more of a
ee
customer-based
atmosphere and try to
meet the needs of even just one person,”
said Sugar Land shift manager Lindsey Butt.
“We’re not just pumping out coffee.”

Grou
ndz
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Supplied by a local coffee distributor, Katz Coffee, Coffee Groundz
offers any of their over 2,000 coffee varieties in decaf, including the
four daily house blends. In addition, the café plans to expand their
sugar-free syrup collection. Although they serve a wide variety of
pastries and sandwiches prepared at a local bakery, some of the
food items do seem reminiscent of the mainstream coffee shops.
One outstanding feature at Groundz is the creamy Trentino artesian
gelato served in a variety of flavors. Who knew such a frigid treat
would go so well with coffee?
FIOZA

a
Fio z

Opening the doors to Fioza was like
taking in a breath of fresh air.
Professional in appearance, this
coffee shop was adorned with an
international flair – from the
Indonesian tapestries to the
Korean artifacts and the
shop’s Arabic name, the
“gathering place” tying it all
together. It is truly a fasci
nating creation of owner
Michael Binns, a former
accountant, with stun
ningly clean restrooms
and food preparation
areas as well as unique
beverage concoctions found
only at Fioza Café.

We greatly enjoyed our time at this coffee and tea
shop, and found it easy to visit with Binns, as well as his staff
whose coffee and drink creations stand out on the one-of-a-kind
menu. Take the Undertow, for example. Hot espresso is poured into
a tiny shot glass and topped with cream and a dash of flavoring.
With one fell swoop, we consumed the drink and the energy rush
began. Specialty drinks are prepared using local coffee beans that
are no more than one day old, and espresso is steamed in the La
Marzocco espresso maker – the only one of its kind in Houston and
the same brand used in barista competitions around the world.
Constantly evolving, Binns is open to suggestions and in fact fos
ters creativity among his employees and customers. Specialty
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Tapioca berries dropped into deliciously-flavored tea rest on the
bottom of a clear plastic glass just waiting to be pulled up through
the wide straw. We took our drinks to go. Binns heat-sealed the lids
so that the liquid did not spill, drip or think about dripping from the
tightly sealed to-go container.
The wide variety of delectables, from homemade biscuit scones (an
original recipe invented by Binns’s mother) to flavored teas,
smoothies and slushies (avocado slushie, anyone?) is just the
beginning for this innovative café. And even Binns remains ever
so humble.
“We’re not totally different … we just want to raise the bar a little,”
he said. Consider it raised.
FRANKLIN STREET COFFEEHOUSE
It’s just a short walk from downtown Houston offices, but it feels
like a step across an ocean. The atmosphere of Franklin Street
Coffeehouse is reminiscent of an English country pub, right down
to the 1920-style floor tiles.
We enjoyed watching the
owner, Nutan Patel, move
quickly and very effec
tively in her small but
well-organized kitchen,
as
she
prepared
drinks and lunch on
the spot. The classic
interior, accommo
dating
approxi
mately 32 cus
tomers at a
time, is the
perfect place
to entertain
Fra
nkl
out-of-town
in
guests, discuss
Str
eet
business matters, or
simply enjoy a white chocolate
macadamia while Bon Jovi quietly sings
of living on a prayer. The small downstairs tables
and bench seating is ideal for a quick bite, while

upstairs seating with comfy couches and additional
tables make for a quiet getaway from the hustle of the
office. And, for those less inclined to haul in the laptop
to take advantage of the free wi-fi, Franklin Street
Coffeehouse offers a public computer for customers
wanting to quickly check their email.
Of the 10 coffee shops we visited, Franklin Street
Coffeehouse is the only establishment that celebrates
a primarily English theme. On Sunday mornings, by
reservations, guests enjoy a traditional English break
fast complete with black pudding, farm-fresh eggs,
grilled tomatoes and mushrooms, toast with mar
malade and other satisfying fare. Not in the mood for
an English taste? Go for the refreshingly sweet Italian
ice, edamame hummus, crunchy munchy salad, or a
wide variety of other specialty foods found only at
Franklin Street Coffeehouse – and all are prepared
within sight of the customer. Nothing to hide here.
Nutan Patel took over the small coffee shop less than a
year ago and is eager to see where the venture takes
her. She is keeping an open ear to those who matter
most to her business.
“The customers are going to dictate where we go,” she
said. In that case, Franklin Street Coffeehouse will be
around for quite some time.
INVERSION COFFEE HOUSE
For such a busy place, Inversion Coffee House was
remarkably quiet. Every seat in Inversion Coffee House
on a Saturday afternoon was filled with busy students
and business people bent over their computers,
diligently working on projects, research or presenta
tions and sipping specialty drinks such as peanut
butter cup lattes, chocolate cherry bombs or their
house Ethiopian blend.

WHAT IS FAIR TRADE?
Fair Trade is a certification that guarantees to consumers that the farmer
received a fair price for the harvest, that employees work in safe condi
tions, and that crops are grown using environmentally sustainable prac
tices.
The Fair Trade label is a seal of approval on products to help consumers
identify which products are Fair Trade Certified. TransFair USA is the only
independent, third-party certifier of Fair Trade products in the U.S.
Fair Trade certification is a market-based model of international trade
that benefits over one million farmers and farm workers in 58 developing
countries across Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

FAIR TRADE PRINCIPLES INCLUDE
Fair prices: Democratically organized farmer groups receive a guaranteed
minimum floor price and an additional premium for certified organic
products. Farmer organizations are also eligible for pre-harvest credit.
Fair labor conditions: Workers on Fair Trade farms enjoy freedom of
association, safe working conditions, and living wages. Forced child labor is
strictly prohibited.
Direct trade: Importers purchase from Fair Trade producer groups as
directly as possible, eliminating unnecessary middlemen and empowering
farmers to strengthen their organizations and become competitive players
in the global economy.
Democratic and transparent organizations: Fair Trade farmers and farm
workers decide democratically how to use their Fair Trade revenues.
Community development: Fair Trade farmers and farm workers invest
Fair Trade premiums in social and business development projects like schol
arship programs, quality improvement trainings, and organic certification.
Environmental sustainability: The Fair Trade certification system strictly
prohibits the use of genetically modified organisms (GMOs), promotes
integrated farm management systems that improve soil fertility, and limits
the use of harmful agrochemicals in favor of environmentally sustainable
farming methods that protect farmers’ health and preserve valuable
ecosystems for future generations.

WHY FAIR TRADE?
Our consumer spending choices affect people’s lives around the world.
The products we enjoy are often made in conditions that harm workers,
communities, and the environment. But increasingly, consumers are
demanding more humane, more environmentally sensitive products. Fair
Trade provides that alternative.

WHERE TO BUY FAIR TRADE PRODUCTS:
A list of Fair Trade retailers is available at:
Global Exchange: www.globalexchange.org/campaigns/fairtrade/coffee/
Fair Trade Federation: www.fairtradefederation.org
TransFair USA: www.transfairusa.org/
To Shop for Fair Trade products Online: www.globalexchangestore.org

Inversion

TAKE ACTION FOR FAIR TRADE!
Look for the Fair Trade Certified label and buy Fair Trade products when
shopping.
Contact your local grocer or café and ask them to sell Fair Trade products.

Our first impression was that of a manufactured fast
food joint – customer in, customer out. But upon closer
inspection, we found it to be quite the opposite. Not
one person was planning to move from their impromptu
workstation or gathering place, thanks to the free wi-fi
(“We just ask that customers buy a drink as a courtesy,”
said Stanley). In fact, the Inversion crowd remains

Contact major coffee companies and demand that they pay a fair price to
farmers they purchase from.
Download a free Fair Trade Action Pack at www.globalexchange.org/
campaigns/fairtrade/ for materials and ideas on how to get involved.
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steady up until closing time at 11 p.m. As clients concentrated
closely on their work at hand, we created the most distraction for
these stationary patrons as we discussed coffee flavors and other
Inversion offerings.
The popular coffee comes from a coffee roaster in Katy, and
Inversion offers three types of house blends per day. “We’re known
for the best coffee in Houston. We place a big emphasis on making
sure we have the best lattes and cappuccinos in town,” said barista
Trae Stanley, who has followed the company’s progress ever since
it opened earlier this year. The pastries and other treats were
provided by a local bakery, and were tasty, but were not original
to Inversion.
Located at the Art League of Houston (an entire wall is devoted to
various local works of art), Inversion is an artist-inspired setting
that is certainly a sight to see. Inspired by an inside-out house
(depicted in the window mural), Inversion offers high ceilings
promoting natural light for hard-at-work customers.
For the business group looking for a unique twist on the run-of-the
mill meeting, a large conference room is available for reservations
through the Art League. Accessibility is convenient, too. Inversion’s
own parking lot off busy Montrose Avenue is quite encouraging
to visitors.
LITTLE ITALY COFFEE BAR
We were almost turned away by the neighborhood café facade,
thinking Little Italy Coffee Bar didn’t quite fit into our classification
of coffee houses. But once we were within range of the authentic
Italian music, the wide round tables and varied assortment of
coffee, tea and full meals, we quickly changed our minds. In fact, we
were quite impressed with the delicious locally roasted Duncan
coffee served with an artistic swirl decorating the frothy top. It’s the
little things that count.
The large tables (seating approximately
50 people comfortably) allow students
and
business
professionals
to
spread out important documents
and laptops, yet the atmosphere
remains comfortable and relaxing.
Photographs by local artists line
the walls, and traditional Italian
gifts are available for sale.
Within walking distance of
several apartment complexes
and conveniently located for
commuters making their
way into town on a busy
weekday morning, Little
Italy Coffee Bar offers
breakfast varieties (try
ly
a
chocolate-covered
croissants!)
t
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Littl
as well as full lunch and dinner,
featuring pasta fagioli, spaghetti and meatballs,
and salads. Homemade gelato or rich, made-from
scratch cannoli and tiramisu, makes for a perfect mid-day
snack to satisfy the sweet tooth. If you have time to spare, settle in
to enjoy the free wi-fi (one hour with drink purchase) or play a
game of chess.
With two attentive staff members, average wait time is
approximately 7-10 minutes for a meal and practically instant for a
drink order.
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THE BEAN COUNT IS IN
By now it's obvious. Coffee has grown so entrenched in our daily
(and nightly) lives that it has spawned a whole subculture of spe
cialty cafes, bistros and niche boutiques. As with all things, some
of these emporia serve their purpose better than others do. From
the harried business executive's point of view, we studied the
ambiance of each coffee house. We rated noise levels, discussed
meeting facilities, and indulged our taste buds in a variety of sam
ples. While all of the coffee shops we patroned had extensive
menus to please the palette, we narrowed it down to three that we
felt were the most ideal oasis for the business executive.
Honorable mention must go to White Rock Coffee for cleverly build
ing a coffeeshop around a roaster. Coffee is at its freshest and roasted
to taste at this one-of-a-kind stop.
Houston’s own Fioza takes second place, with its complimentary
computer stations to match the free wi-fi. Not to mention the
incredible and creative beverages. We wouldn’t be surprised if
Fioza outposts sprang up all across the city – or even further.
The all-around champion is Javalato, designed by executives for
executives. Their innovative conference room, equipped with a flat
screen television for impressive presentations and ample seating
around a cozy fireplace, make for an ideal location to conduct even
an intense meeting.
Ultimately, in the coffee wars between Dallas and Houston, Dallas
reigns supreme. Independently-owned coffee houses were easy to
come by, each offering unique twists on drink and food selections.
In Dallas, we found the freshest ingredients, home-made recipes,
extensive menus, themed decor and the best settings for today’s
wired executive.
Meanwhile, back at company headquarters, not to worry -- most
coffee shops welcome catering, with coffee and pastries delivered
absolutely fresh. It's the next best thing to being there. But for all
you unleashed "on the go" executives, simply grab your laptop and
your paperwork, and find your coffeehouse destination. It's the new
corner office. N
Crystal Rawls can be reached at crystal@nbizmag.com.

